Conditions which force an antiflexible ring of characteristic p to be power-associative are determined.
Introduction.
We prove that antiflexible rings are always mth powerassociative except when m-pT for r € Z , where the prime p > 2 is the characteristic of R. It is proved that R is power-associative provided there exist some i, j £ {l, 2,_, pT -l\ such that (|z -j\, p) = 1 and xp ~'xl = XP -lxl for r £ R anc] r £ Z . We show that this condition may not be omitted by constructing a family of antiflexible rings such that xp x -0 but xxp 4 0. In particular, it is possible to construct antiflexible rings with elements which are right nilpotent but not left nilpotent.
Preliminaries.
A ring is antiflexible provided From here on, R will denote an antiflexible ring of characteristic prime to 2 which is also third power-associative. Hence (2.6) (x, x, x) = 0 for all x e R. Linearization of (2.6) yields (2.7) (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y) = 0 upon application of (2.1) and the fact that R is of characteristic prime to 2.
Subtracting (2.7) from (2.5) and using (2.1), we obtain
Set y = x or z = x2 in (2.8). Then (x, x , x) = 0 and hence
from (2.7) with y = x and z = x and (2.1). Therefore, R is 4th power-asso- 
, a e \l, . .. , n -1\, so that, if re is prime to the characteristic of A, we have x"~axa = xaxn~a for ae\l, 2.n-1\.
Recall that by R we always mean an antiflexible ring of characteristic prime to 2 which is also third power-associative. By R[x] we mean the subring of R generated by x £ R. and (2.7),
= _xm-k+lxk-l + xm~kxk -xm~1x + xm~kxk -xm~kxk + xx7"-1.
Thus, xm-k + lxk-l = _xm-k + lxk-l + 2xm~kxk -xm + xxm-1 or (3.3) 2xm-k+1xk-1 = 2xm-kxk -xm + xx7"-1. Proof. The case r= 1 yields that R is pth power-associative. Since any integer m between tp and (t + l)p for t € Z is relatively prime to p, Lemma 1 implies that R is TOth power-associative providing R is tpth powerassociative.
Next, we establish that R is /pth power-associative for / £ {1, 2, . . ., p -1 \. Using induction on /, we may assume that R is (I-l)pth powerassociative. Hence R is also (Ip -l)th power-associative. So, for all x£R,
we have 
x*x' = ^axfe + '-pr ilk+l>pr, k, I e\l,2, ...,pr -1\.
Observe that xp = 0, and xxp ~^ = a 4 0. (3.4) can similarly be verified for all cases of (i), (ii), and (iii).
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